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Abstract — The problem of dictionary selection for linear sparse approximation will be revisited in this poster. A dictionary for sparsifying a class of signals is often selected based upon the domain knowledge or using some
exemplar signals. We present a new exemplar based approach for the dictionary selection, which combines the two approaches. In this framework, a large set of atoms is also given as the mother dictionary and the task is to choose
a subset of the atoms, which suits the given exemplars. The new dictionary learning problem is initially formulated as a new type of joint sparsity model, which differs from the standard joint sparsity model. A simple gradient
based algorithm will then be presented here to practically solve the optimisation problem. An important advantage of the new formulation is the scalability of the learning algorithm. The new dictionary selection paradigm is here
examined with some synthetic experiments.

Optimal Dictionary Selection Problem
• Aim: The aim of optimal dictionary selection is to find the index-set of a sub-set of atoms φi in a large collection
of atoms, called the mother dictionary Φ = [φi]i∈I ∈ Rm×n, which allows us to sparsify a class of signals.
• Mathematical Formulation: For any k-sparse signal y in Φ, i.e. y = Φx, kxk0 ≤ k, we want to have,
y = Dγ, kγk ≤ k,
 
where D = dj j∈J , |J | = p, is the optimal dictionary and J is the desired subset of I.
• Difference with Dictionary Learning:
1. The optimal dictionary is a subset of the mother dictionary → The atoms can not change in the selection
process.
2. The problem is a discrete subset selection problem → significantly easier problem (It is still a combinatorial
problem [2]).
3. The optimal dictionary D has a computationally fast implementation, if the mother dictionary has such a
property.

Optimal Dictionary Selection using an Overcomplete Joint Sparsity Model
Problem Formulation

Suggested Algorithm








initialisation: X[0], S = supp PK PP ΦT Y
, ρ < 1, β < 1,   1, t = 0,
K ≥ 1 and i = 0
while Not Converged
do

1 GTS ΦT ΦGS
[i]
T
G = 2Φ ΦX − Y (Gradient), µ = 2 GT GS (Step-Size)

• Overcomplete Joint Sparsity Model: Let Θ ∈ Rn×L be a coefficient matrix. The (k, p)−(overcomplete) joint
sparse matrices lie on the intersection of K and P, where
n
o
K := Θ ∈ Rn×L : kθl k0 ≤ k, ∀l ∈ [1, L] and



n
o
P := Θ ∈ Rn×L : kΘk0,∞ ≤ p, .



S



Z = PK PP X[i] − µG
while µ >

• Dictionary Selection Formulation: Consider the system of approximate equations Y ≈ ΦΘ for the given mother
dictionary Φ and a training matrix Y. We are seeking for a Θ which is p-joint sparse and also k-sparse on each column.
We can then use the overcomplete joint sparsity model to find the index set J using,

ρ kX[i]−Zk2F
2 kΦ(X[i]−Z)k2F



do




µ = β.µ, Z = PK PP X[i] − µG
end while


i = i + 1, X[i] = Z, S = supp X[i]
end while
output: X[i−1]

min kY − ΦΘk2F , s. t. Θ ∈ K ∩ P,
Θ

where the indices corresponding to the non-zero rows, specify J .

Simulations and Summary
Synthetic Dictionary Recovery
(a)

• Selecting D ∈ R20×p with a randomly generated mother dictionary Φ ∈ R20×80, when Y ∈ R20×320.

1. k-sparsity: K was used as the admissible set. The indices corresponding to the largest p row norms
specify J (a).
2. p-joint sparsity: P was used to recover J (b).
3. (k, p)-(overcomplete) joint sparsity: intersection of K and P was used as the admissible set (c).

ρ=k/m

• The sparsity k and the size of target dictionary p are changing to generate the phase transition plots,
ρ = mk and δ = np , averaged over 100 trials. (Black = Exact Dictionary Recovery)
• Three different settings were used to recover the dictionary:

Summary
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• A new signal model was presented, which can be used for
the dictionary selection problem.
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• An optimisation problem was introduced, which finds the
optimal dictionary.
• A gradient projection based algorithm was introduced to (approximately) solve the problem.
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• The new framework is a stable formulation, under some mild
condition on the null-space of the mother dictionary, see [1].
• The implementation of selected dictionary is computationally
fast, if the mother dictionary has such an implementation.

Dictionary Selection for Finger Print Image Patches
• Selecting a sub-dictionary of discrete Curvelet dictionary, for the 64 × 64 image patches, using a
set of finger print images (L = 64) as the image exemplars. Φ is 2.59 times overcomplete which
we want to shrink its size to half, D ∈ R4096×5260.
• k was selected to be 1025 ≈ 0.1n.
• Three settings were used here to denoise a finger print image, using a k-sparse approximation
technique:
1. using the original Curvelet dictionary Φ (top right),
2. using Dp, selected by p-joint sparsity model (bottom left),
3. using D(k,p), selected by (k, p)-overcomplete joint sparsity (bottom right).
• Despite the large size of the dictionary selection problem, the simulation took less than 2 minutes
for each setting.
• The PSNR of denoised image using Curvelet dictionary, is the highest, while using D(k,p) provides
the second PSNR. The denoised image using D(p,k) is visually less distorted.
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• The dictionary can be selected in a large size setting, where
it is computationally very difficult to learn a dictionary.
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